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The reality will make us disbelieve...



01 - INTRO (INSTRUMENTAL)
Music: Lunnas / Lauri

02 - BEYOND THESE WALLS
wars conducted
without they can’t have their turning
faith corrupted - plain deluded souls

they’ve been waiting for this encountering
they will reach out to as their last straw

finally faced this treachery
they once planted in me
with my thoughts I reconcile
my past is dead to me

I’m now here to find out
which of the lies to believe
our weight in universe
speaks volumes of our lives

lies infested in our souls
reality’s calling me
reach out and look far beyond
beyond these walls!

as we chase the new horizon
we erase our past to save our souls
coming back from hellfire 
made me see the world they grayed away

I came across this sickening
leading me their way
with my thoughts I reconcile
they are dead to me

still here to find out
what my life is to mean
the vastness of universe
speaks volumes of their lies

lies infested in our souls
reality’s calling me
reach out and look Far beyond
beyond these walls!

reality’s calling me!

(as the faith will turn us blind)
(we’re looking up to the skies for a sign of light)
(all the fiction cast aside)
the reality will make us disbelieve!

deranged in the name of truth
we search for divine!

time to lose the cape of the liar
as the point of no return nears
they’ll find another blinded messiah
to guide them on their ancient call

beyond these walls!
beyond these walls!

reality’s calling me
Music: Lunnas / Niininen / Lauri, Lyrics: Lunnas

03 - RULERS OF TRUTH
living our lives, we fail to see it
the ways we are learning
all passed on without questioning

the dark of this regiment
has molded what we’ve defined 
as the sole truth for our existence
through the centuries in time

at the eleventh hour, we will discover it’s now
past deciding time, for the truth to appear

revelations of treachery
of conquer and divide
unfolding season of doom
far beyond this gloom!

and all the reasons we declined
they come to me now
destroying all our peace of mind 
they’ve divided our lives

millions of inclinations
being exploited  for our demise
we see a truth decided 
ruling all of the masses’ minds

I am untraceable
invisible force of mind
a rising new truth defined
I am to decide your lives

if we saw the truth unfolded
we’d start an uprise!

and all the reasons we declined
they come to me now
destroying all our peace of mind 
they’ve divided our lives 

the monstrousness of all the hate
by divine force of mind
riding on the wheels of time
- we’re lost without this fight!

(and as we passed around)
(what we once thought was real)
(it got shattered, piece by piece)
(- a revelation we could not see)

(fight for truth)
(the truth deciding)
(fight for truth)
(the truth deciding our lives)

we fail to see the reason
we fail to judge the treason 
the lives we were born with will fade out
exposing the truth too big to unveil 

and all the reasons we left behind
they come to me now
destroying all our peace of mind 
- they’ve divided our lives

the monstrousness behind our fates
by divine force of mind
riding on the wheels of time
- we’re lost without this fight!
Music: Lunnas / Niininen / Lauri, Lyrics: Lunnas 

04 - RISE OF THE MESSENGER
rise into the sundown
and face the insanity
they are to rule this word out
to uphold their sanctity

they are to find a way out - a way
to cover up their ways
the ones left behind - they say
nobody gets their way - in this game

ruling out the master of figure in lies
messenger confronts its master
colliding to disaster

it is the rise of the messenger
their lies burn forever
with the rise of the messenger
the denial ends forever

engaged beneath the radar
facing the falling decay
witnessing acts of the despair
at the core of this atrocity

face the brutal dysfunction
the plague of society
the seizure of the disclosure
of this covered up brutality
  
past times left to decay -
it’s time to end this illusion!

it is the rise of the messenger
their lies burn forever
with the rise of the messenger
the denial ends forever

the lives of the messengers
are burning forevermore
the lives of the messengers
the sacrifice the world’s been dying for

if we close our own eyes
we scar, we scar the remains of those lives

it is the rise of the messenger
their lies burn forever
with the rise of the messenger
the denial ends forever

the lives of the messengers
are burning forevermore
the lives of the messengers - the message of valor
the sacrifice the world’s
been waiting forevermore  - the fight forever

the fight forever
Music: Lunnas / Niininen / Lauri, Lyrics: Lunnas

 



05 - BLINDED FAITH
scared to question yourself?
can’t you feel the blame?
can’t you see their thrill
they get from your demotion?

I scarred myself to feel the blame
to seek the truth behind a veil of lies
carrying past rites as an impaired truth

a forced discourage
through the centuries

the search of morality
calling validity
our quest for sanity
facing insanity of modern times!

And the light turns unmerciful
living life as a learning by the edge of thorns
reaching out ’til the end downfall
only a true believer makes it!

mercenaries of the conscious seas
through centuries altering their waves
living on praise
the constant shades of necessity
for altering our consciousness

the load from the past
carries a burden

the search of morality
facing insanity of modern times!

And the light turns unmerciful
living life as a learning by the edge of thorns
reaching out ’til the end downfall
only a true believer ever makes it!

lives of advancing forms
discarded by ancient norms
a modern stone age reform
and we cease to evolve

until we reach our downfall
they keep fighting for their call!

despite the masses of holocausts
we repeat our past to uphold our ghosts

And the light turns unmerciful
living life as a learning by the edge of thorns
reaching out ’til the end downfall
only a true believer ever makes it!

reach out
to resist this fate
will we find a way?
A way - without a blinded faith?
Music: Lunnas / Niininen, Lyrics: Lunnas

 

 

 

06 - THE EMPOWERMENT (INSTRUMENTAL)
Music: Lunnas / Niininen / Lauri 

07 - MAZE OF DESPAIR
re-define the rules of life
it’s time to lose, it’s time to die
born to fight we fuel from the fire
while the strain keeps building ever higher

day by day I’ve come to play
my game of vain
departing me from sane

against the time I still try to survive
hoping the world will hear my outcry

lost in time with this pain I feel inside
these walls around me won’t ever let me be

light me, light me a way
from this maze of despair
guide me, make me brave
save me from another day

re-define the rules of life
it’s time to lose, it’s time to die
born to fight we fuel from the fire
while the world keeps turning dire

lost in time with this pain I feel inside
these walls around me won’t ever let me be 

light me, light me a way
from this maze of despair
guide me, make me brave
save me from another day

lost in this maze of despair

I shed my skin
to find a way
over the past I lived for
for these mistakes I made
it’s time I lose
it’s time I lose the game
my game of vain
it’s time to say

goodbye...
Music: Lunnas / Niininen, Lyrics: Lunnas

08 - IRON CURTAIN FALLS
defy! decide!
defy the reigning order!

decide to rise!
to fight the reigning order!

defy! decide!
defy the reigning order!

decide to rise!
against the new ruling order!

 

it’s the future that we strive for
autonomously decided human life

never realized to question
what went on before the iron curtain fall

in the wake of this fury
there’s nobody left to fight this reigning force

who’s to define our fate now?
what’s the reasoning in  what we leave behind?

and the arms race is on
at the verge of this revolution

we fight for our co-existence
with armies unseen before
the wake of the new ruling order
soon breaching through these walls

a world to retain?

quest for never ending glory
who’s the one to rule and bind us in the end?
rise of neocortex systems
reaching presence of a post-human god
  
and right ’til the end
we believe in their liberation!

we fight for our co-existence
with armies unseen before
the wake of the new ruling order
soon breaching through these walls

the fight for our own existence
is just to realize
we’ve been fighting for our own indifference
reaching final ambivalence!

washed out, betrayal
regret for betraying ourselves
betrayal, regret -
washed out for betraying ourselves

defy! decide!
to defy the reigning order!

decide to rise
against the new ruling order!

it’s the final defiance!

we reach for the final answer
for our lives to reborn

all those years we fought for
marched towards  their deliverance

are we leading our lives to reach
yet another form of supremacy?
altering our human destiny
leading to our own end

rise and fall - to deform 
reform the reigning order
Music: Lunnas / Niininen, Lyrics: Lunnas



09 - REALITY ILLUSION
I see this raging war scene
resonate with our fears
once a dream with good intentions
waking the world from its sleep

feel the world is shaking - the hate relating
step out to see the reality obscene!

like watching a fading portrait
running its colors down
ready to face the verdict
we’re slowly driven out

exploit the evident
just to polish your own crown
let ’em others provide your way
the lessons from the past seem so obsolete

lost my life to see this patience turning
now waiting for us to fall down

innocence facing the world’s reality
don’t close your  eyes
learn to see, 
learn to see past through your ignorance feardom

as the last stable fortress will be driven down
we are to lose the control
the last stand on our ground

the blind hearted marching to elite’s master plan
the focus shift, the last resort
the deciding stone’s been moved away

(visualize)
(to live through another day)
(once we all become muted)
(there’s no other way)

resistance revealed
we are fading away
reach out to control this misery
or face the final defeat

innocence facing the world’s reality
don’t close your  eyes
learn to see,
learn to see past through your ignorance feardom

innocent dreams
facing the world they could not see
don’t close your eyes
learn to see
what we have done and watch our
innocence burn down!

(and as we reach the inevitable)
(we see the true colors of human nature)
(the instinct to survive)
(the brutal reality - as it is)

criticize - on the record
leave your fears, stand behind your words!
in this existence the flood gates will open
to stand the test of the time!

crystallize the deeds of failure
leading the world on its knees

between these lines - we fail to see reason
our own fighting has led to this rise

resistance rebuilt - they’re fading away
end of time for the endless streams of lies

innocence facing the world’s reality
don’t close your  eyes
learn to see,
learn to see past through your ignorance feardom

innocent dreams
facing the world they could not see
don’t close your eyes
learn to see
what we have done and watch our
innocence burn down!

our innocence burns down
don’t close your eyes

rise, the system defaults this rise
I’ve seen it before me
lies reflecting into our minds
Music: Lunnas / Niininen / Lauri, Lyrics: Lunnas

10 - A CHAPTER IN GREED
fight the reasons
we make from our beliefs
a mind craving comfort
so easy to deceive

they hide their reasons
In moral that bleeds
the smile (The Figure) of the hollow
only destined to deceive - us all

those eyes, their hide out
embark the dark times for reason

disguise the final
chapter in greed
Music: Lunnas / Lauri / Niininen, Lyrics: Lunnas

 
11 - THE FINAL DESTINATION
we long to exist
while we head through the gates of hell
war zones, dead mist -
all that is left of our corroded society

in the dark we are a drift
on a planet we darkened for  ourselves to see

what are we to leave behind?
our evolution - sold for commodity

racing towards the ending scene
our final voyage into the unknown!

walking through this fear I
I feel like I’m losing control
hiding all the signs of fear
for the sake of those who will stay

caught - we’re in this cage
in this cage of blind trust
I’ve seen it all this time
we fuel, we burn
until we leave this feat

I feel the ever growing fears 
I feel the end is near
racing towards the ending scene
the final passage into the unknown!

walking through this fear I
I feel like I’m losing control
hiding the all The signs of fear
for the sake of those who will stay

and once we’ve cleared out
when it’s reached all our minds
it will be getting too surreal
to realize nothing will be the same

needless to say I’ve been
waiting for the day I escape this reality
- a chance to find a way

I see you will remind me
of those who’re forced to stay
I see no other way
our world is left to decay

it was so long ago
yet I’m still right here

I hear the voices follow
those footsteps that are not real

hold on, hold on - 
we must not give up on our dream
hold on, hold on -
would you still stand beside me?

and there is the shore line
from there on I’ll never return to you again

hold on, hold on -
would you still stand beside me?

would I be?  would I be carrying all your dreams
by leaving behind my fears?

I see it all so clear now
we were all going to disappear
beyond all our darkest fears
as we were led to this endless death row

yet the ones who clear out
witness a new life untorn
what we once thought unreal
is now among us and leading our way

the fading disaffection
the loss of insanity
reach the final destination
the new era of consciousness
Music: Lunnas / Niininen, Lyrics: Lunnas



12 - DON’T TALK TO STRANGERS
        (BONUS TRACK)

don’t talk to strangers
’cause they’re only there to do you harm
don’t write in starlight
’cause the words may come out real

don’t hide in doorways
you may find the key that opens up your soul
don’t go to heaven
’cause it’s really only hell

don’t smell the flowers
they’re an evil drug to make you lose your mind
don’t dream of women
’cause they’ll only bring you down

hey you, you know me, you’ve touched me, I’m real
and I’m forever the one that lets you look and see
can you Feel me?
I’m danger - I’m the stranger

and I, I’m darkness, I’m anger, I’m pain
I am master
the evil song you sing inside your brain
drives you insane
don’t talk

no, don’t let them inside your mind
run away, run away, go!

don’t dance in darkness
you may stumble there and you’re sure to fall
don’t write in starlight
’cause every word you say may come real

don’t talk to strangers
’cause they’re only there to make you sad
don’t dream of women
’cause they’ll only bring you down

run, run, run, run away!
MUSIC & LYRICS: Ronnie James Dio
© Warner/Chappell Music Scandinavia
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